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Abstract
Background: The migration of the Tibio-femoral Contact Point of the Femur with respect to the tibial
plateau is altered by the rupture of the Anterior Cruciate Ligament and again changed after reconstructive
surgery, as shown by sequences of video fluoroscopic knee images during extension. Besides, subjective
satisfaction of reconstructed knee function is assessed using the The Lysholm score and the Tegner activity
scale. We have tested whether the subjective score is correlated to objective and dynamic joint anteroposterior movement after Anterior Cruciate Ligament reconstruction.
Methods: The Lysholm score and the Tegner activity scale was obtained by personal interviews and we
have designed a new simple procedure (called CINARTRO) with interactive determination of Tibio-femoral
Contact Point in each one of 30 video fluoroscopic images during extension to output clinical reports.
Contact Point migration is expressed as percentage of tibial plateau length. We have applied the method to
5 male patients whose Tegner activity score was 7 (competitive amateur sportsmen) and 25 (SD 3.6) years
old.
Results: Combination of subjective and clinical objective (quantitative & dynamic) estimation of Tibiofemoral Contact Point migration showed no correlation in the 5 patients: -0.46 <r<0.41, 0.43<p<0.87 for
neither injured nor reconstructed knee.
Conclusions: Due to the independence of subjective and objective dynamic evaluations of Anterior Cruciate
Ligament reconstruction, both should be included to guide follow-up. This is because restricted Tibiofemoral Contact Point migration and eventually associated increased surface stress appear to have no
subjective immediate consequences on patient comfort.
Keywords: ACL follow up, tibio-femoral contact point, lysholm score, tegner activity scale

Introduction

The knee joint is among the most often affected joints in the
human body [1]. Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) lesions
account for 20% of knee lesions as a consequence of sports
practice, as shown by epidemiological studies [2]. This yields an
estimated 80,000 ACL lesions per year in the USA [3] and about
900 ACL ruptures in three-Million people Uruguay [4]. Diagnostic
tests to confirm ACL tears include the Lachman test, the pivot
shift test and the use of the KT 1000/2000 arthrometer [5].

Magnetic resonance imaging is also used because it provides
the fine soft tissue details necessary to confirm any diagnosis
[6]. An ACL injury results in functional impairment of the knee
[7] and of the overall lower limb function [8], which may lead
to the indication of reconstructive surgery.
After surgery, rehabilitation takes approximately 6 months
before close to normal activity is reached [9]. During this time,
decisions are taken based on ongoing outcome measurements.
These measurements are of great importance to help clinicians
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provide better information to their patients and to choose
the best individualized management [10]. Laxity estimation
for an injured knee can be performed by surgical navigation
systems for ACL reconstruction, a complex procedure indeed
for clinical decision making [11].
On one hand, quantitative methods to estimate the migration of the Tibio-femoral Contact Point (TFCP) are not used
commonly in clinical practice, although they are considered
highly objective and accurate [12,13]. TFCP methods are limited
to biomechanics research settings [14]. The quantification
of dynamic behaviour of the knee is of great importance to
understand the effects of articular lesions, to evaluate the
outcome of surgery as well as for follow up [15]. The fact
that the TFCP studies include the function of the knee gives
the dynamic quantification a clear superiority over the usual
static methods such as the Lachmann test or the use of the
arthrometer.
On the other hand, clinicians use subjective methods such
as the Lysholm Score (LS) and the Tegner activity scale to
record self assessed patient comfort [16,17]. Tegner activity
level scale is used in conjunction with the Lysholm Knee
Scale in patients with ACL injury [16]. Tegner Activity Scale
is a graduated list of activities of daily living, recreation, and
competitive sports. The patient is asked to select the level of
participation that best describes their current level of activity
and that before injury [18].
Sound clinical practice should include both subjective and
objective evidence to better manage patients. The question
arises when to ascertain any association between subjective
and objective indicators, which could question the use of
both indicators in case of full redundancy, or would stress the
importance of using both, in case of complementarity. The
data to be shown here look into this association by obtaining
indicators by the two methods, and comparing them with by
statistical analysis.
The purpose of this work is to verify whether there is any
correlation between the subjective evaluation method used
clinically described by Lysholm and Tegner [19,20] and a kinematic approach to the knee function during active extensión.
To this end we have developed a precise clinically compatible
method and equipment based on ideas previously published
[15,21,22] and used only in research settings until today.

was 25 (SD 3.6) years, BMI 23.2 (SD 1.8), all had an isolated tear
of the ACL and no ligament nor meniscal injury. ACL injury
was documented by MRI and clinical examination: positive
Lachman, pivot shift and anterior drawer tests, all three tests
performed by an expert orthopedic surgeon.
All patients had a healthy contralateral knee, confirmed by
clinical examination. The first videofluoroscopic (VFC) exploration was done three months after injury, just one week before
surgery (both injured and contralateral knees) and the second
VFC exploration was performed six months after reconstruction and subsequent conventional rehabilitation [9,23]. This
second VFC was done only on the reconstructed knee.
ACL reconstruction was performed by the technique known
as “bone–patellar tendon–bone autograft”. All five patients
were evaluated and operated on by the same surgeon.
For a subjective measure, we chose the Lysholm Questionnaire Score which, acording to Risberg [24], is the most
popular functional evaluation reported in the literature for
knee reconstruction [6,25]. The LS represents the functional
capacity of the knee, as felt by the patient, along the range
of 0% to 100%. The result is poor when LS=65%, from 66% to
83% intermediate, good from 84% to 94% and excellent above
95% [26]. The LS was obtained for the 5 patients, before and
after ACL reconstruction, at the same time the VFC imaging
sessions were performed.
The patient is seated in such a way as to allow the knee
joint to be imaged by the C-arm VFC. He is asked to raise 90º
the load-less leg in 2 seconds approximately from hanging
to full extension.
To objectively determine the TFCP, we have used CINARTRO
equipment which consists of a C-arm X-ray device with video
data acquisition; hardware to digitize the images and a custom
made software to calculate the percentage of migration of
TFCP over the tibial plateau [4]. CINARTRO allows to measure
the distance between the point of contact and the posterior
tibial plateau extremity, for every VFC image in the three
conditions (contralateral, injured and reconstructed) during
a load-less active extension movement of the knee. Figure 2
shows one of the 30 images of VFC with the points marked
by the user. The five points are selected by the operator of
CINARTRO software intereactively, three along the condyle
and two points at the tibial plateau extremities, as shown in
Figure 1. The information of both segments (straight line for
Methods
tibial plateau and three points curve for femur) is used to
We have evaluated the ACL reconstruction of five otherwise determine the TFCP acording to the Baltzopoulos method
healthy subjects, after obtaining approval by the Ethics [13]. The projection of the TFCP on the tibial plateau segment
Committee of the Faculty of Medicine of Universidad de la is taken as percentage of the segment: e.g., a TFCP which
Repùblica. Eligibility included a Tegner Activity Scale of 7 project in the middle of the plateau is recorded as 50% in all
before injury. The complete evaluation was performed one subsequent analyses.
week before surgery including a reference measurement on
The measurements were taken on the VFC images by one
the contralateral knee and again six months after surgery. operator, based on previous error methodology. The BaltWe have applied both the subjective and objective methods zopoulos method originally estimated the error at less than
described: the Lysholm Score and the TFCP migration percent- 1% [28,29]. Our own subsequent research published a similar
age. The age of the five male patients (all amateur sportsmen) figure of 2% [30]. Additionally the operator reliability coefficient
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correlation [28] was calculated as r=0.90 referring to repeated
measurements [30]. The association between subjective
opinion and objective Tibio-femoral Contact Point (TFCP)
was evaluated using Spearman’s correlation coefficient [31].
The election of this particular index over Pearson’s is because
of the small sample size, situation in which non-parametric
statistics tend to overperform their parametric counterparts.
The inferential assessment of the estimations was carried out by
means of Student’s approximation with a 0.05 significance level.

Results

Figure 1. Schematics of knee bones with point of contact
determination. Five anatomical points are defined at the
extremities of the tibial plateau and along the femoral
condyle. The Tibio Femoral Contact Point (TFCP) is
defined as the midpoint of the shortest segment between
femur and tibial plateau. Modified from the original figure
by Bernardes [27].

Figure 2. Video Fluoroscopic (VFC) Image of a knee
joint. Note the tibial plateau highlighted by 2 points and
3 points of the femur contour, all five selected by the
user with CINARTRO software. Note that CINARTRO
calculates -for each one of the 30 VFC images- the Point
of Contact (TFCP). As the extension progresses, the TFCP
migrates with respect to the tibial plateau, as described by
Batzopoulos [13].

TFCP migration of healthy knees is 15% to 41% at 90º flexion
(beginning of movement, hanging leg) up to 46% to 66% at
full extension. When the ACL tears, TFCP excursion is limited
to 25% to 37% (hanging) and 49% to 60% at full extension.
With a reconstructed ACL TFCP migration tends back to normal
values, in our case 25% to 42% (hanging) up to 50% to 62%
(extension), quite similar to previously published data [15].
Subjective score results are also shown in Table 1. A LS of
100 was assigned for the contralateral knee since all patients
were amateur sportsmen, and therefore were normal. After
injury and before reconstruction, LS was down to 44% to 65%.
After surgery, LS of 91% to 100% are almost back to normal.
The combination of subjective and objective measures is
shown in Figure 3. For one, all contralateral knees are depicted

Figure 3. Subjective satisfaction score and objective Tibiofemoral Contact Point (TFCP) migration range for Injured
and reconstructed knees of five patients. The Lyshol Score
(LS) is the subjective aspect, with low values for the injured
knees (44% to 65%) and higher for reconstructed (91% to
100%). The migration is similar for both conditions, from 53
% to 60 % and 51 % to 62 % respectively for the upper limit of
the TFCP range migration. TFCP percentages are expressed
with respect to the plateau length, taken from the posterior
end in the sagittal plane.
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Table 1. Combined subjective & objetive evaluation of acl reconstruction: lysholm score and tfcp migration: healthy, injured and
reconstructed knees.
Patient
1
2
3
4
5
r maxTFCP-LTI
(P-value)
rTFCP-LTI
(P-value)

minTFCP*
25
33
38
41
15

Healthy Knee %
maxTFCP* TFCPrange
49
24
46
13
56
18
66
25
49
34

minTFCP
33
37
35
40
25

Injured Knee %
max TFCP LS** TFCPrange
53
44
20
49
61
13
49
65
14
60
64
20
52
59
28
-0.31
(0.61)

min TFCP*
28
31
36
42
25

Reconstructed Knee %
max TFCP* LS TFCP range
51
91 23
61
100 30
62
95 27
59
96 17
50
96 25
0.10
(0.87)

-0.46
(0.43)

0.41
(0.49)

*TFCP: Tibio-femoral Contact Point as percentage of tibial plateau from back to front in sagittal plane as shown in Figure 1.
**LS: Lysholm Score (%).

by a 100% satisfaction. The same patients, who had a low 44%
to 65% LS for injured knees, later refer scores of 91% to 100%
after reconstruction, which is a success of surgery.
As Figure 3 shows, whatever the TFCP migration and its
range with respect to the posterior tibial plateau extremity,
subjective satisfaction depends solely upon whether the
knee has a torn or reconstructed/intact ACL. There is little
influence derived from a more or less knee joint looseness.
Table 1 includes the correlation coefficient calculated for LS
with respect to TFCP migration range and with respect to the
end point of the migration.
There is no association between the two evaluation methods: subjective and objective. For healthy knee, there is no
difference because all patients refer 100% satisfaction, while
exhibiting small differences in TFCP migration. For injured
knees, the coefficient of correlation (CC) is very small (-0,308)
and with a non significant p value of 0.614. For reconstructed
knees CC=0.102 with a large p value, which is interpreted as
no correlation.

to 100%) show diverse results in terms of TFCP migration
amplitude (17% to 30%) and positioning with respect to the
tibial plateau (51% to 62%).
It should be noted that these results are consequences of
the fact that all five patients were submitted to successful
surgical operations, confirmed by high subjective LS. The
analysis of a wider diversity of outcomes, including sub optimal surgical results, may show less coincident LS figures to
be paired with the variety of TFCP migration values. In such
a setting of more diverse outcomes, the correlation between
personal satisfaction and objective measurement may also
prove true, and therefore clinically useful [32] for a wide
variety of patients.
What the present series of patients suggests here is that
the surgical results -knee articulation either tighter or with
more laxity- do not account for the subjective evaluation by
the patient. It looks as if patients are happy irrespective of
the TFCP migration range, within the limits given here (17%
to 30% range and 51% to 62% starting point of TFCP migration to tibial plateau posterior border) following methods
Discussion and conclusion
and nomenclature of Kellis [21]. Both subjective and objecThe objective knee TFCP migration figures are very much the tive evaluation are important to record ACL reconstruction
same as those reported in the literature, such as by Dennis follow up.
[15]. The subjective LS is, as expected, in the highest possible
Since normal kinematic movement of the knee articulavalues for the contralateral knee, and in the high range after tion includes roll and glide to foster cartilage nutrition [22],
surgery and rehabilitation, since the amateur sportsmen re- the TFCP migration range must be considered. A knee with a
ported quasi-normal competitive activities [9]. LS is lower when reconstructed ACL with 20% TFCP movement must have less
referred to the injured knee before surgery, also as expected. cartilage stimulation than a normal knee with 60% migration.
Table 1 shows there is little correlation between LS and TFCP This observation may turn into the starting point of future
migration, both as position within the plateau and as range research on the clinical use TFCP migration and the impact
of migration or loseness. The information conveyed by the it may have on long term evaluation of subcondral damage
two methods, LS and TFCP, is therefore independent one and subsequent arthrosis [33]. Irrespective of the short term
from the other, and one of them cannot be inferred from the subjective satisfaction of the five patients, their long term
other. Subjective questioning gives no information on the articular condition may differ depending on the more or
kinematics results of surgery, at least within the variability less wide-area cartilage stimulation. A similar observation
of the otherwise apparently successful interventions of the was published regarding changes in the kinematics of the
cases described here. Patients with high subjective LS (91% knee joint due to ACL rupture resulting in abnormal joint
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loads, which increased the risk of damage to the cartilage
and the menisci [34].
In the short term, clinical practice -confirmed by our datastates that a limited TFCP range seems to have no importance
for the patient and his reported comfort, because a 20%
migrating knee behaves in very much the same way as a 60%
TFCP migrating knee, both exhibiting normal kinematics. This
fact is surprising, since one would expect that a limited TFCP
glide distance would imply a smaller friction area between the
articular surfaces. Smaller surface would be associated with
higher stress and thus a premature impairment of contact
areas and cartilage. With this idea in mind, our CINARTRO
method could describe in the future different patterns of
friction due to TFCP migration to be associated with different articular cartilage and menisci damage risk in the long
term. This hypothesis is pending experimental evidence and
subsequent data processing to support follow up strategies
and monitoring.
What was initially a research hypothesis to develop an
objective measurement of ACL reconstruction, gave rise to a
kinematic study of the knee. A simple procedure, CINARTRO
[4,35], was developed for clinical use. Concomitantly, the
satisfaction of the five patients whose knees -injured and
reconstructed- was evaluated as unanimously high with LS
scores of 91% to 100%. A preliminary conclusion of this work
is that subjective self evaluation of ACL reconstruction is not
correlated with greater or smaller TFCP excursion within the
knee articulation, at least within the limits of 25% to 42%
(hanging) up to 50% to 62% (extension). Future research
on ACL reconstructions with tighter results in terms of TFCP
excursion along with probably sub optimal subjective evaluations will broaden the scope of surgical and rehabilitation
outcomes to correlate. Another aspect to examine after longer
periods of time (5, 10 or 20 years) is the effect of shorter TFCP
excursions -with consequently greater cartilage friction- on
subjective evaluation of normal every day life activity and cartilage damage. The hypothesis of possible articular structural
damage triggered by clinical situations perceived as normal
in the short term (as analyzed in the present paper) follows
the observations of Scarvell and co workers, still waiting for
confirmation for more than a decade [36].

Limitations

The present research has the limitation of the number of subjects studied. Despite this fact, the methodology we suggest
appears clearly feasible and reliable. More studies are needed
nevertheless to estímate the usefulness as a follow up method
in case of reconstructed ACL. A second limitation is the use
of the Tibio-femoral Contact Point (TFCP) which is not the
physical instantaneous rotating centre, but a point whose
location is readily understood by clinicians. We are planning
to add the real instantaneous mechanical rotating centre in
future studies. The migration of the TFCP proved of limited
utility to quantify the “tying” or “looseness” of the articulation,
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which is “per se” the basis for further research aimed at the
inclusion of other features. The third limitation refers to the
fact that we have studied here only the projection on a saggital plane, disregarding relevant axial tibial rotation. This
limitation seems aceptable since we have developed a simple
clinical appraisal procedure, with only one VFC exposition.
This limitation is nevertheless not surprising since all usual
clinical methods are also limited to the sagittal plane, in addition to being static tests such as the KT1000 or Lachmann
procedures. Overall, the limitations of our work are compatible
with its application in clinical practice.
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